Online Math & Stats Support

The C4MS² is leading the way in online tutoring. We are prepared to offer excellent math and statistics tutoring to UHD students in Summer 2021.

Resource Generation

One focal point for the C4MS² will be more generation of online resources for students. We already have a library of math tutorials on our website, which we hope grow this year!

New Tools

Math tutors have been using tablets to assist with the tutoring process. Additionally, students can schedule tutoring appointments in EAB Navigate.

Data

- C4MS² visits increased 16% compared to last year
- Avg. targeted math course participation was 38%
- 78% of C4MS² users received an C or higher in MATH 1301 (vs 52% non-users)
- 94% of surveyed C4MS² users found the tutoring to be "high quality"

Contact

Dr. Joseph Cunningham
Academic Support Center, Assistant Director
Office: One Main Building, RM 925
Email: cunninghamj@uhd.edu
Website: uhd.edu/mathcenter